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1. Introduction

A section of a plane point set E is defined as that subset of E which con-

tains all points of E lying on a fine L. If L is a horizontal Une the section is

called a horizontal section and if L is a vertical Une, the section is called a

vertical section. It is the purpose of this paper to study the relations between

E and its horizontal and vertical sections. Kuratowski and Ulamf, Sier-

pinskij, and Fubini§, have considered various phases of this problem. Baire||,

Hahn^f, Kempisty** and others have considered the closely related problem

of finding the relations between a function /(*, y) and the functions obtained

by holding a: or y constant.

In order to state results in a general manner, E will be regarded as a sub-

set of a combinatorial product space A XB where A and B are metric spaces

and B is separable. Such a space is defined as the collection of all pairs of

points (x, y), x being a point of A and y being a point of B. The distance be-

tween Oi, yO and 02, yt) is here defined to be [Oi%)2+(yiys)2]1/2.tt The

plane is a special case of such a space in which A and B are straight lines,

and all the results of this paper apply to the plane and also to an (m+n)-

dimensional euclidean space considered as the product of an w-dimensional

and an «-dimensional eucUdean space.

Because A XB is analogous to the plane, the subset of points (x, y) such

that x = a is called a vertical section of .4X5 and is denoted by aXB or

0 = a) ; similarly the subset of points (x, y) such that y = b is called a hori-

zontal section of A XB and is denoted by A Xb or (y = b). If E is any subset

of A XB the set E-(x = a) is called a vertical section of E and the set

E-(y = b) is called a horizontal section of E.

* Presented to the Society, November 25, 1932; received by the editors February 1, 1933.

t Fundamenta Mathematicae, vol. 19, p. 247; see also an article by Kuratowski in vol. 17, p. 275.

t Fundamenta Mathematicae, vol. 1, p. 112.

§ Rendiconti della Reale Accademia dei Lincei, (5), vol. 16, I. For a statement of Fubini's

theorem see also Carathéodory, Vorlesungen über Reelle Funktionen, 1927, p. 621.

II Annali di Matemática, 1899, p. 1.
II Mathematische Zeitschrift, 1919, p. 306.
** Fundamenta Mathematicae, vol. 14, p. 237, and vol. 19, p. 184.

ft If p and q are any two points of a metric space, (pq) denotes the distance between p and q.
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If E is closed, all horizontal and vertical sections of E are closed, and if E

is open, its horizontal and vertical sections are open (relative to the sec-

tions of A XB which contain them). A similar proposition is true for sets F

or 0 of type a. Converse propositions are not true. The plane set of points

(l/n, 1/n), where n takes all integral values, is such that each of its horizontal

and vertical sections contains at most one point and is therefore closed. The

point (0, 0) is a limit point of the set which is not in the set. Sierpinski* has

constructed a plane set every section of which (not merely horizontal and

vertical sections) contains at most two points and which is non-measurable

in the Lebesgue sense. This example shows that the fact that every horizontal

and vertical section of E is of type a is not a sufficient condition that E be

of type a, and that in order to obtain such a sufficient condition, further re-

strictions on the sections or on the relations between them must be imposed.

By restricting the vertical sections to a type of set called 7-set (or the comple-

ment of such a set) sufficient conditions may be obtained that a set be of

various types. This is done in §3. Necessary and sufficient conditions that

sets with restricted vertical sections be of class a are given in §6. Uses of

sets called gratings are considered in §7. Theorems are given which show

that boundaries of sets with certain kinds of sections lie on sets of lines of the

first category. The results are applied in §8 to prove a theorem of Baire con-

cerning functions of two variables continuous in each of them and to obtain

a result regarding Kempisty's generalization of this theorem.

2. Horizontal sections or class M

The following definitions will be useful.

Definition 1. If the inner points of a set are dense on the set, the set is

called an I-sel.

A set may have this property with respect to A X B or it may be a subset

of a section of A XB and have this property with respect to the section, this

latter being the case which will most often arise.

Definition 2. Given a point (a, b), the set of points (a, y) where (by) <r,r

a positive number, is called an open vertical interval of center (a, b) and radius r.

A closed vertical interval is defined in the same way except that (by) — r.

Closed and open horizontal intervals may also be defined. A vertical inter-

val might also be defined as aXS where 5 is a sphere in B of center b and

radius r.

* See the previous reference.
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Definition 3. If a set G lies on a horizontal section, G(r) is the set of points

of open vertical intervals of radii r and centers at the points of G.

Definition 4. If M is a family* of point sets M lying on horizontal sections

of A XB, 9rt(r) is the family of all point sets M(r) for r ranging over all positive

numbers.

If M is a family of point sets, Jít^Víli) denote, as is conventional, the

families composed of all possible sums (products) of an enumerable number

of sets of M.

A set of vertical sections K is said to be everywhere dense if the set of

points [a], such that (x = a) is in K, is everywhere dense in A. In a similar

manner other point-set properties, for example the property of being in the

first or the second category, are ascribed to sets of vertical sections and to

sets of horizontal sections as well.

By the projection of a point (x, y) on (y = b) is meant the point (x, b).

The projection of a set of points £ on (y = b) is the set of points formed by

projecting all the points of Tí on (y = b).

Theorem 1. If each vertical section of E is an open set whose complement is

an I-set\ and horizontal sections of E belong to M, then E belongs to the family

[í*í»(r)],.

Since B is separable there exists an enumerable everywhere dense set

(y = bi) of horizontal sections of A XB. Let r< be a sequence of positive num-

bers approaching 0 as a limit. Let R~i be the projection of E-(y = b,) on

(y = bi). Let Aim be the product of E-(y = bi) and all sets K¡ such that

(bjbi)<rm. The set Aim(rm) is a subset of E. To prove this, suppose that

Aim(rm) contains a point (a, b) of CE. The point (a, bi) is in Aim(rm) and

also all points of the open vertical interval of radius rm and center (a, b,)

are in Aim(rm). Since (a, b) lies in this open vertical interval, there is by hy-

pothesis some inner pointj (a, c) of CE in this interval. There is then an

e such that if (cy) <e, (a, y) is in CE. Since the bis are everywhere dense in

B there is some bi, say bn, such that (cbn) <e. The point (a, b„) is then in CE.

This bn may be so chosen that (bibn) <rm. The set E-(y = bn) does not con-

* It is here supposed that if E consisting of points (x, b) is in 'Jfl, the set of points (x, c), where x

has the same range as in £ and c is any point of B, is also in Jft. This restriction is made for con-

venience. It is necessary for the proofs of some of the following theorems in which use is made of the

projections of sets from one horizontal section to another.

t A more explicit statement is as follows: If F is any vertical section of A XB, V ■ E is open in V

and V—E is an /-set in V, etc. Language similar to that in the hypothesis of Theorem 1 will be used

throughout, with the meaning given in this note.

î With respect to the section (x=a).
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tain (a, b„) and Kn wiU not contain (a, b,). Therefore (a, b,) will not be in

Aim(rm). From this contradiction, it follows that Aim(rm) is in E.

To prove that every point of E is in some Aim(rm), let (c, d) be any point

of E. There is an e such that if (dy) <e, (c, y) is in E. Choose rm and ¿>¿ such

that bid<rm<e/2. Every point (c, y) of the open vertical interval of center

(c, bi) and radius rm is in E. For since (bty) <e/2 and (bid) <e/2, it follows-

from the triangle axiom that (dy)<e. Therefore the set Kj contains (a, bx)

if (bib,)<rm, and Aim(rm) contains aU points (c, y) such that (bxy)<rm. It

must then contain (c, d) since (bid) <rm.

Thus E=2^,imAim(rm), which proves the theorem.

Theorem 2. If vertical sections of E are closed I-sets and horizontal sections

of E belong to the family 5W, then E belongs to the family [M,(r) ]„¡.

Let (y = bx) be an enumerable everywhere dense set of horizontal sections

of A XB and let (r.) be a sequence of positive numbers approaching 0. Let Kj

he the projection of E-(y = b,) on (y = bx). Let Aim be the sum of E-(y = bx)

and all sets Kj such that (bib,) <rm. The set Pm=^¿^4if„(rm)isamemberof

the family [^„(r) ],. The set Em contains E, for all m. To prove this let

(c, d) be any point of E. By hypothesis there is for each r m a vertical interval

V„ of radius e, which contains only points of E and for every point (c, y) of

which (dy) <rm. There is some (y = bi) which cuts V, in a point (c, b,). The

point (c, b,) is then in P. The set Aim(rm) contains (c, d) because (db,) <rm.

The set E is therefore included in L|mPm. To prove that E=Y[mEm, let

(a, b) be any point of CE. There is an e such that if (by) < e, (a, y) is in CP. In

order that (a, b) he in Aim(rm) it is necessary that (bbx) <rm. Choose rm<e/2.

If (bbi) <rm, and (b,y) <rm, it foUows that (by) <e, and consequently (a, y)

is in CE. Therefore if (bbx)<rm, Aim(rm) cannot contain (a, b) because all

points on the open vertical interval of center (a, bt) and radius rm are in CE.

As has been mentioned, Aim(rm) cannot contain (a, b) if (bbî) 2ïrm. Therer

fore for rm chosen as it has been, (a, b) is not in Em and consequently not in

HmEm. It follows that E=J\mEm, which completes the proof of the theorem.

3. Horizontal sections of the type a

Lemma 1. Let G be a set lying on a horizontal section of AxB. If G is an

OoO^O) or an Fa(ot>0), G(r) is an Oa or an Fa* If G is analytic, G(r) is

analytic.

The first part of the lemma is true for sets O0 and sets Oi, and can be

shown to be true for sets 0« by transfini te induction. The latter part of the

lemma may be readily proved from the definition of an analytic set.

* For a discussion of sets Fa and Oa, see de la Vallée Poussin, Intégrales de Lebesgue, p. 132.
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Theorem 3. If the horizontal sections of E are Oa's and the vertical sections

are closed I-sets, then E is an Fa+i.

This follows from Theorem 2. 5W is here the family of CVs in horizontal

sections of A XB. Jïi, is the same family and by the preceding lemma 5W„(r)

is a family of CVs in A XB, as is [M,(r)},. Therefore [2tf„(r) ]„j is a family of

Fa+i's in A XB and E must be an Fa+i.

By taking complements the following is proved:

Theorem 4. If the horizontal sections of E are Fa's and the vertical sections

are open sets whose complements are I-sets, then E is an Oa+i-

That the change in classification mentioned in Theorems 3 and 4 actu-

ally may occur, is shown by the following plane set. On the line y = x, take a

set E which is an Oa+i(a^l)* and an O of no lower class, f Then E=Y^iA¡

where A < is an Fa at most. At each point of At erect a vertical interval of

length 1/i, closed at the end touching y = x and open at the other end, and

denote the set thus obtained by 77. Horizontal sections of 77 are TVs. This

can be seen as follows. If L is any horizontal line and p any point on this line

above the line y = x, vertical intervals from only a finite number of the sets

A i can cut L to the left of, or at, p. Therefore the points of 77 on 7 to the left

of or at p must form an Fa. This is true however close p may be to y=x. Let

pn be a sequence of points on 7 above y = x, approaching y = x. Let En be

the points of (CH)L to the left of or at pn. Then En is an Oa, and ^7¿„ is

an Oa. Therefore the points of C77 on 7 to the left of y=x form an Oa and

consequently the points of 77 on 7 form an Fa. Since a = 1, it does not matter

whether or not the intersection of 7 and y = x is in 77. Although horizontal

sections of 77 are TVs, the set 77 itself must be at least an Oa+i since y = x cuts

it in an Oa+i.

Denote by R that part of the complement of 77 which lies on or above

y = x. Horizontal sections of R are CVs but R itself is an TVufat least, since

y = x cuts it in an Fa+i. By Theorem 3, R is an Fa+i at most. This example

shows that under the hypothesis of Theorem 3, it is impossible to draw a

stronger conclusion on the F classification of E than the one there given.

Theorem 5. If the horizontal sections of E are Oa's and the vertical sections

are open sets whose complements are I-sets, then E is an Oa+t.

This follows from Theorem 1. The family M is here the family of sets

Oa on horizontal sections of A XB. SWj is then the family of sets Fa+i on hori-

* A single open vertical interval furnishes an example in case a=0.

t For a proof of the existence of functions of all classes (which proves the existence of sets of all

classes) see de la Vallée Poussin, Intégrales de Lebesgue, p. 145 ff.
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zontal sections. Mi(r) contains only sets Pa+i in A XB by Lemma 1. There-

fore [?tfj(r) ], contains only sets Oa+t.

By taking complements there is proved

Theorem 6. If the horizontal sections of E are Fa's and the vertical sections

are closed I-sets, then E is an Fa+t.

Whether or not the classification may actually be increased by two under

the hypothesis of Theorems 5 and 6 is an open question. That an advance

of one may occur is shown by the following plane set. Construct the set H

as in the preceding example, except that the vertical intervals are now to be

closed instead of half closed. Horizontal sections of this set are Pa's as before

and the set itself must be an Oa+i exactly as H was.

The two following theorems may be proved directly or as a result of the

preceding theorems on sets Oa and Fa.

Theorem 7. If horizontal sections of E are Aa's *and vertical sections of E

are all closed I-sets or all open sets whose complements are I-sets, then E is

an Aa+t.

A. Analytic or measurable horizontal sections

If M is the family of analytic sets, M, and Jïtt are the same family, from

which we have the following theorem.

Theorem 8. If horizontal sections of E are analytic and vertical sections of

E are all closed I-sets or all open sets whose complements are I-sets, E is analytic.

If there is a theory of measure in the space under consideration, as for

example in the plane, a theorem similar to Theorem 8 is true for measurable

sets.

5. The set E.

Let E, denote the subset of E each point of which Ues on a closed vertical

interval of radius exactly e, which contains only points of E.

For the two theorems of this section the conditions on A and B are that

they are metric, that every closed sphere in B is compact and that inner

points of a closed sphere in B are dense on the sphere.

Theorem 9. If horizontal and vertical sections of E are closed, E, is closed.

Let (a„, bn) be a sequence of points of Ee converging to a limit point (a, b).

Each (an, bn) lies on a closed vertical interval, V,n, containing only points of E,

of radius e, and of center (an, cn). An infinite number of points bn are such that

(bbn)<e, where e is any positive number. The fact that (bncn)^e for all n

* For a discussion of sets Aa, see de la Vallée Poussin, Intégrales de Lebesgue, p. 135.
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implies that for an infinite number of points c„, (bcn) <e+e, and by hypothesis,

these points have some limit point c such that (be) =5 e. Let V. be the closed

vertical interval of center (a, c) and radius e. Let (a, y) be any point such

that (cy) <e, that is, any point on the interior of the vertical interval V,. It

will now be shown that there is an n for which (an, y) is in E and (ana) <v,

where r¡ is any positive number. Consider the »'s for which (ana)<n and

select from this group an n such that (cnc)<e—(cy), that is, such that

(cnc) + (cy) <e. It follows that (cny) <e and therefore the point (an, y) is in E.

On the horizontal section (y=y) there is thus a sequence of points of E ap-

proaching (a, y), and since horizontal sections of E are closed, (a, y) must be

in E. Therefore, all inner points of the vertical interval V. are in E. Because

of the hypothesis on the space B and the fact that vertical sections of E are

closed, it follows that every point of V, is in E. Since (be) = e, the point (a, b)

is in Ve, which proves that every limit point of E„ is in Ee.

For Theorem 10, B is required to have the further property that any

point p of B on a closed sphere of radius >r is on a sphere of radius exactly

r, which is contained in the first sphere.

Theorem 10. If horizontal and vertical sections of E are closed and each

point of E lies on a closed vertical interval containing only points of e, then E

is an F„.

Let (ri) be a sequence of positive numbers approaching 0. Any point in

Er is in Eri if f.-^r. Hence E—YEu and since £r, is closed, E is an F„.

6. Uniformity properties

Definition 5. A point p is said to be a point of uniformity of E if, for

some open sphere S in A XB of center p and for some e, E-S=E,-S.

Definition 6. A point p is said to be a point of uniform separation of E if

it is a point of uniformity of CE.

The points of uniformity of E form an open set.

For the theorems of this section, A and B are metric separable spaces. In

addition it is required that every sphere in B be totally limited* and that B

have the property stated just before Theorem 10.

Theorem 11. If the vertical sections of E are open, a necessary and sufficient

condition that E be an Oa is that the set of points of non-uniform separation of E

in E be an Oa and that horizontal sections of E be Oa's.

The necessity will first be demonstrated. If E is an Oa its horizontal sec-

tions are 0„'s. Let N denote the set of points of non-uniform separation of E.

* See Hausdorff, Mengenlehre, 1927, p. 108.
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Since N is closed, it follows that E ■ N is an Oa if a is greater than 0. For a=0,

the necessity is obvious.

The sufficiency will now be demonstrated. Let p be any point of E which

is a point of uniform separation of E. For some open sphere 5 of center p

and some e, 5- (CP)„=5- (CP). Let r¿ be a sequence of positive numbers ap-

proaching 0 and let (y = bx) be an enumerable everywhere dense set of hori-

zontal sections of A XB. Let rm be a fixed element of the sequence rx and let

« be the smaller of the two numbers e/A and rm/A. Let 5i be a sphere with the

same center as that of 5 and with radius 2e larger than that of 5. Because

the projection of 5i in B is a sphere in B it is totally Umited in B by hypothesis.

There exists then a finite set of horizontal sections (y = hx) such that every

point of 5i is a distance less than e from some one of them. Let K,- he the

projection of S-E-(y = h,) on (y = bx). Denote by Ain the product of SE

•(y = bi) and all Kj's such that (hjbx) <rm.

In order to show that Aim(rm/2) is in SE, let (a, y) be any point of

Aim(rm/2) and suppose that (a, y) is in C(S- E). It is then on a closed vertical

interval V„ of radius e, containing only points of C(S-E). By the hypothesis

on the space B, the point (a, y) is also on a vertical interval V„ of radius

exactly e, Vt being contained in V„. The interval V, contains only points of

C(S-E). Let (a, b) he the center of Vt. Since (a, b) must be in 5i there is

some hn such that (bhn)<e. The point (a, hn) is therefore in C(5P). From

the relations (bxy)<rm/2 and (by) <e, it follows that (bbx)<\rm- Since

(bhn)<e, it follows that (hnbx) <\rm+e<rm. The point (a, hn), being in

C(S-E), cannot be in 5-P- (y = h„). Therefore (a, bx) is not in Kn nor in Aim.

Neither (a, bx) nor (a, y) can then be in Aim(rm/2). From this contradiction

it follows that Aim(rm/2) is in 5-P.

The proof showing that each point of 5 ■ E is in some A xm(rm/2) is analogous

to the proof of a similar proposition given in the demonstration of Theorem

1, and will not be repeated here. Assuming this to be proved, 5-P

=2^imAim(rm/2). The set Aim is a finite product of CVs and must be an Oa.

Each Aim(rm/2) must then be an Oa, and therefore 5-P is an Oa.

Every point of uniform separation of E is therefore the center of an open

sphere 5 such that 5-P is an 0„. By Lindelöf's* theorem an enumerable set

(Sx) of such spheres cover the points of uniform separation of P in P. The

set N of points of non-uniform separation of E in E is an Oa by hypothesis.

Therefore P=E<5<P+iV is an Oa.

* This holds since A XB is separable when A and B are. See the previously cited paper by

Kuratowski and Ulam.
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Theorem 12. If the vertical sections of E are closed, a necessary and suf-

ficient condition that E be an Fa(a >0) is that the set of points of non-uniformity

of E in E be an Fa and that horizontal sections of E be F„'s.

The necessity will first be demonstrated. Horizontal sections of E are

Fa's since they are the products of E and horizontal sections of the space

AXB. The set N of points of non-uniformity of E is closed and the product

of N and E must be an TV

The sufficiency will now be shown. Let p be any point of uniformity of E.

It is a point of uniform separation of CE and for some sphere 5 of center p,

(CE) S is an Oa by Theorem 11. As before, an enumerable number of such

spheres, Si, cover the points of uniformity of E. Since the points of CE in

Y^iSi are an Oa, the points of E in Y^iSi form an TV The set N of points of

non-uniformity of E in E form an Fa by hypothesis. Since E=Y.íE-Sí+N,

E is an Fa.

The theorem is not true for a = 0.

7. Gratings and categoricity

In this section A and B are to be metric, separable, locally compact*

spaces. In such spaces the complement of a set of the first category is of the

second category, and open sets are of the second category. These propositions

may be proved by a method similar to the method used for proving them in

euclidean space. It is necessary to make use of the fact that every monotonie

decreasing sequence of non-null compact spheres has a non-null product, f

Definition 7. If a horizontal section (y = b) contains a set 77 of the second

category [in (y = b)], such that H(r) is in E for some r, (y = b) is said to have

property C with respect to E.

Definition 8. If a horizontal section (y = b) contains a set 77, in and every-

where dense in a set O [in and open in (y = b) ] such that H(r) is in Efor some

r, (y = b) is said to have property D with respect to E.

The set 77(r) of Definition 8 is called a grating. A point p is said to be

within the grating if p is in 0(r). A point p is on the grating if it is in H(r).%

Property C implies property D since a set of the second category must con-

tain a subset everywhere dense in some open set.

Lemma 2. If KZ, a, set of vertical sections, is of the second category and if

each KeIC, contains a vertical interval including only points of E, then some hori-

zontal section has properties C and D with respect to E; furthermore the center

of one of the vertical intervals is on the grating (of property D).

* For a definition of this term see Fréchet, Les Espaces Abstraits, p. 223.

t See Banach, Théorie des Opérations Linéaires, pp. 13 and 14.

î If p is on a grating it is within the grating.
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Let ^8. be the set of vertical sections containing vertical intervals of E

of radii >3e, where e has been so chosen that Kjs, is of the second category.

Let V3, denote an individual one of these vertical intervals of radius > 3e and

let E^s« denote the points in all such intervals. From each V3t form a vertical

interval V, of radius exactly e with the same center as V3e. Each interval Ve

consists entirely of points of P. Let (bx) be an enumerable set of points every-

where dense in B, and let P, be a sphere in B of center i< and radius 2e. Let

A i he the subset of A such that for each aeA ¡, there is some V. and a corre-

sponding Vu for which Vt <aXB{< V3e.

It wilt now be shown that for each Ve and corresponding V3e, of center

(a, b), there is an i such that V.<aXBx<V3e, and consequently that E^<

is the set in which the sections of Kje cut A. In order to do this, choose i such

that (bbx) <e. For each point (a, y) of Ve, (by) <e. By the triangle axiom,

(bxy) <2e. This shows that the vertical interval aXBi of center (a, bx) and

radius 2e includes V„. It will now be shown that aXBi<V3e. If (a, y) is

any point of aXBi, (bxy)<2e. Since (bbx)<e, it follows from the triangle

axiom that (by) < 3e which is the condition that (a, y) he in V3t.

Since E-4 » is the set in which the sections of Kjii cut A, it foUows that

E-d x is of the second category and, consequently, that some particular A x,

say An, is of the second category. The section (y = bn) has property C with

respect to P, for the set AnXbn is of the second category in (y = bn), and

each point of A „ Xbn is the center of a vertical interval of radius 2e which in-

cludes only points of P. The section (y = bn) must then also have property

D with respect to P. Since each of these vertical intervals contains an inter-

val V, it must contain the center of this interval Ve which is the center of the

corresponding original interval V3e. Therefore the center of one of the original

intervals is on each vertical interval of the grating.

It is evident that when A and B have similar properties, the parts played

by horizontal and vertical sections in any theorem may be interchanged.

Definition 9. A point is said to be of the second category with respect to E

if every neighborhood of the point contains a subset of E of the second category.

The set of all points of the second category with respect to P is denoted by

E,e. The set E,c is closed.

A necessary and sufficient condition that E be of the second category is

that P,c be of the second category. This impUes that if E is of the second cate-

gory, it must be of the second category at a set everywhere dense in an open

set, and since E,c is closed it must be of the second category at each point of

an open set.f

t See Banach, Théorie des Opérations Linéaires, p. 13 and the reference there given.
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Theorem 13.7/ vertical sections of R are I-sets and horizontal sections of T

are I-sets, andRT = 0, then R'T+RT' is of the first category in AXB.

It is sufficient to show that R- T' is of the first category in A XB. Assume

that R- T' is of the second category in A XB. It must then be of the second

category at every point of a set O, open in A XB, which implies that R and T

are both dense in 0. It follows from the hypothesis, that on each vertical

section containing a point oiRT'O, there is a vertical interval V containing

only points of R and such that F is in 0. Since the vertical sections containing

points of R • T' ■ O form a set of the second categoryf, Lemma 2 may be ap-

plied. By this lemma, there is a horizontal section 7 containing a set 77

everywhere dense in 0* (0* a set open in 7) such that 77(f) is in R. The set

77(r) is also in O since the intervals V from which it is constructed are in 0.

Suppose there is a point p of T within 77(f) and let the horizontal section

containing p be 7*. The section 7* must contain an inner point (with respect

to L*) of T which lies in 0*(r). But this is impossible because 7* • 77(f) is dense

in L* • 0*(r) and 77(f) contains only points of R. There can be, then, no points

of T within 77(f), but this is a contradiction since T must be dense in 0.

Therefore R ■ 7" is of the first category in A XB.

Corollary 1. If vertical sections of E are I-sels and horizontal sections of

CE are I-sets, then E'-(CE) +E-(CE)' is of the first category in AxB.

This follows immediately from the theorem and the fact that E ■ (CE) =0.

Corollary 2. If vertical sections of E are I-sets and horizontal sections of

CE are I-sets, there is an inner point of either E or CE in every set 0, open in

AXB.

This follows from Corollary 1. Points not belonging to E' ■ (CE) + E ■ (CE) '

are inner points either of E or of CE and this set is everywhere dense in

AXB.

Theorem 14. If horizontal and vertical sections of E are I-sets and hori-

zontal sections of CE are I-sets, then E is an I-set in AXB.

Let p be any point of E lying on a horizontal section L and let O be any

open set in A XB containing p. It is necessary to show that O contains an

inner point of E. By hypothesis 7 • E contains a set O* open in L. The set 0*

is of the second category in 7, and each vertical section K cutting 0* must

contain a vertical interval V including only points of E and lying in O. From

these F's, there may be formed a grating 77(f) containing only points of E

and contained in 0. No point of CE can be within this grating because hori-

t If this were not true, R-T'O would be of the first category in A XB.
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zontal sections of CP are Z-sets. The argument is similar to the one in Theo-

rem 13 and will not be repeated.

Kuratowski and Ulam have a theorem similar to the following:

Theorem 15. If E is a set whose horizontal sections are I-sets, and O is an

open set in AXB, a necessary and sufficient condition that EO be dense in O,

is that the vertical sections L for which LEO is not dense in LO form a set

y¿ of the first category.

The sufficiency of the condition follows from the fact that if vertical sec-

tions K, such that K ■ E ■ O is dense in KO, form a set complementary to a

set of the first category, they are everywhere dense and therefore the points

in K ■ E ■ 0, considering all K, must be dense in O.

In order to prove the necessity, let EO be dense in O and suppose the

set .£ to be of the second category. On each L there is a vertical interval which

is in O and which contains no points of P, that is, it contains only points of

CP. By Lemma 2, CP must contain a grating which is in O. But this grating

can have within it no point of P since horizontal sections of E are Z-sets.

This contradicts the hypothesis that E is dense in 0, and the theorem is

proved.

Theorem 16. If vertical sections of R are open, horizontal sections of T are

I-sets and RT—0, then RT' lies on a set K¿ of vertical sections, which is of

the first category.

Suppose that K¿ is of the second category. Each KeK¿ contains a vertical

interval with a point of R • T' as center and containing only points of P. By

Lemma 2, there is a grating, composed of points of R, containing a point of

R ■ V on its interior. This is impossible because horizontal sections of T are

Z-sets.

Corollary 3. If vertical sections of E are closed and horizontal sections of

E are I-sets, then (CE) ■ E' lies on a set K^, of vertical sections, which is of the

first category.

This corollary may be proved by replacing R and T by CE and E in

Theorem 16.

If there exists a set K¿ of vertical sections, and a set ,£ of horizontal sec-

tions, so that every point of E Ues either on a member of K¿ or a member of J^,

the set P is said to Ue on the set K¿ plus the set J/\ This language is used to

distinguish this case from the case in which every point of P Ues both on a

member of K^ and on a member of ■£; in this latter case E is said to Ue on the

set K¿ and on the set J\
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Corollary 4. If vertical sections of R are open, horizontal sections of T

are open and RT = 0, then R' ■ T+R ■ T' lies on a set KZ of vertical sections plus

a set £ of horizontal sections, both KZ and £ being of the first category.

This is a slightly stronger conclusion than that of Theorem 13, made

possible by the stronger hypothesis given here.

Corollary 5. If vertical and horizontal sections of both R and T are open,

and RT = 0, then R'T+RT' lies on a set K^ of vertical sections and a set £

of horizontal sections, both Rjind <£ being of the first category.

In Corollary 5, the projection of R' ■ T+R ■ T on any horizontal or vertical

section must be of the first category in the section. This is not necessarily

true in Corollary 4.

It will be assumed in the following theorem that the space A is dense in

itself in order that the set E there considered may be perfect. It will also be

assumed that A and B have the properties necessary to apply Theorem 10.

A point of closure of a set E is a point in some neighborhood of which E

is closed.

Theorem 17. If horizontal and vertical sections of E are closed and each

point of E lies on a closed horizontal interval containing only points of E,

points of closure of Ein E are dense on E.

By Theorem 10, E is an TV It must then be an F, in Ë = E+E'.] It is

necessary to prove that Ê—E is nowhere dense in Ë or, in other words, that

limit points of E not in E are not dense on E. It will be shown that Ë—E is

of the first category. By Corollary 3, Ë—E (which is the same as (CE)-E')

lies on a set K^, of vertical sections, of the first category. Let A 0 be the set of

points in which the sections of A^ cut A. The set A 0 =Y^A i where each A, is

nowhere dense in A. Let 2?, be the points of Ê — E lying on those sections, of

the set Â^, which cut A in A ¡. If i?¡ were dense on some portion of E, it would

have to have as a limit point every point of some horizontal interval. This

follows from the hypothesis that every point of E lies on a horizontal inter-

val. This is impossible since the projection, Aif of i?, on A, would then be

everywhere dense in some open set in A. Therefore i?¡ is nowhere dense in E,

and E—E=Y^Ri is of the first category in Ê. It follows that Ê—E is nowhere

dense in Ë, for E — E is a Gs and if a Gs is of the first category, it is nowhere

dense. J

t In this particular case £ = £'.

t For example see Blue, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 102, p. 627, in the proof of Theorem 1.
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8. Applications

The spaces A and B are restricted here in the same manner as in §7. An

interesting appUcation of Corollary 5 is in the proof of the foUowing result

of Bairef:
If f(x, y) is a real-valued function defined on the space A XB and is con-

tinuous in each of the variables separately, points of discontinuity oif(x, y)

Ue on a set of vertical sections and a set of horizontal sections, both sets of

sections being of the first category.

Let (rx) be the set of rational numbers. Let P,- be the points of A XB at

which f(x, y) >r, and let Tj he the set at which f(x, y) <r¡. From the proper-

ties of continuous functions, R, and T¡ have open horizontal and vertical

sections and are disjoined. It follows that R/ Tj+RXT/ Ues on a set of

horizontal and a set of vertical sections of the first category, and the same

is true of 2^,ij(Ri'-Tj+Ri-Tj'), the sum being taken only over pairs of i and

j for which r,<r¿. The points of this sum are the points of discontinuity of

/(*, y)-
Applying CoroUary 4 in the same way to a function upper semi-continuous

in one variable and lower semi-continuous in the other, it may be shown that

the set of discontinuities, E, of such a function Ues on a set of horizontal sec-

tions plus a set of vertical sections of the'first category. The set E is of the

first category, but not aU sets of the first category lie on a set of horizontal

plus a set of vertical sections of the first category. This conclusion therefore

contains a result not given by Kempisty.J

t Acta Mathematica, 1899, p. 94.

% Fundamenta Mathematicae, vol. 14, p. 237.
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